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Inducements: Service Models and Quality Enhancing

What is the issue?

Challenges

The majority of financial product
distribution in Europe is incentivized by
payments from product manufacturers to their
distributors - so-called inducements.

Europe’s financial institutions have been
relying heavily on inducement based revenues
due to low interest rate environment.

Changes to the status quo - such as RDR in the
UK or full inducement ban in the Netherlands -
have resulted in decreased revenues (loss of
inducements) and increase cost (compliance,
systems and service offering).

As from 2018 MiFID II introduces an
advanced regime for inducements:

1. Ban for portfolio management and
independent advice

2. New quality enhancing rules for
execution only or non-independent advice

Successful positioning in this new
environment will depend on firms ability:

• address customer needs;

• understand the new competitive landscape;

• utilize new technology.

The industry’s current approach to developing a solutions in response to
changes in the inducement regime have faced a number of challenges

Regulatory-first approach – Instead of setting out to discover
clients goals, capabilities and behaviour, the starting point for
design of solutions in often the regulatory framework set by MiFID
II, i.e. quality enhancement or changing the clients fee structure.
Essential questions such as „does our understanding of what advice
means meet clients needs?“ and „what type of services are clients
willing to pay for“ are not being asked, but rather existing service
offerings modified to meet the regulatory framework. Resulting in
compliant, but non-client centric and less profitable solutions.

Distribution disrupted – A majority of distributors are
developing their response to the new inducements regime assuming
their local distribution landscape will not change. However, change
is eminent with asset managers (e.g. Fidelity in the UK) directly
targeting investors through disintermediation and Fintech players,
in particular so called “robo-advisors” such as UK’s Nutmeg and
Italy’s Moneyfarm offering a new digital client centric service. By
not factoring these changes into their response the longevity of
these target models is questionable.

Solving tomorrow’s problems with yesterday’s technology
– Financial services firms have been struggling to streamline,
integrate and modernise their aged and often siloed systems. To
make matters worse these change programmes are often not aligned
with other goals such as digitalisation and MiFID II. Putting into
place quality enhancement measures – such as online tools for
clients and portfolio reviews – utilising exiting capabilities will be
challenging at best. Most likely result is an less efficient and non-
scalable solution.

Source: PwC Strategy& Wealth Management Survey 2016



Our point of view

Firms successfully positioning in this new environment will apply a multi-dimensional approach.

Characteristics of ‘wining’ multi-dimensional/hybrid approach are

• Understanding your clients needs – what kind of advice/services do my clients want? what are they willing to pay?

• Evaluate your positioning in the market (from manufacturer to distributor) – who are my competitors? how is the
market changing – technology and service offering? where is my optimal operating area along the value chain?

• Leveraging technology as an accelerator, not purely as a tool to comply – how can technology shape and facilitate
servicing clients, e.g. review and reporting for quality enhancement?

• Assess and factor in the limits and possibilities of MiFID II regulatory framework

= ‘winning’ operational and commercial solution

How we can accelerate your journey

Our regulatory expertise,
European network and direct
access to regulators allows us to
comprehensively factor regulatory and
industry developments into our
approach review.

1 2 3
We take a business and client
centric approach when developing
your service model in a changes
inducement environment, which
includes customer /market research and
other analytical techniques.

We can leverage our digital (e.g.
DeNovo) and technology
capabilities to support the delivery of
your end to end solution that
incorporates your clients and peoples
needs.

Leading UK Private Bank
Creating a new commercial vantage point in an inducement-free
post RDR world

The UK Private Bank had no visibility of the underlying economics
of financial advice and investment solutions.

PwC assisted the client by creating a post-RDR commercial model
and supporting pricing governance framework, which created a
separate P&L for provision of financial advice and manufacturing of
investment solutions and
produced by a blended team of PwC's wealth management strategy ,
economics and valuation practitioners.

We rapidly helped the organisation establish the underlying
economics of financial advice and developed a commercial model
and pricing tool which enabled the client to evidence lack of cross
subsidy between advice and product manufacturing to the UK
regulator and dynamically assess the impact of pricing decisions in
a world without inducements.

PwC also developed a governance framework which used this
commercial model to evaluate and monitor pricing decisions.

The outputs from the commercial model and pricing governance
approach was shared with the UK regulator, who termed the
approach to be leading practice.

Further, this commercial model has created visibility into true
economics of segment and proposition profitability and is used not
just to evidence RDR compliance but also make strategic decisions

Leading Luxembourg Private Bank
Impact of MiFID II inducement rules on structured/derivative
products placing activities

The Luxembourg private Bank was acting as a placement/research
group hub for structured and derivative products.

PwC assisted the client initially by creating a mapping of the various
operational flows existing at the client. In this context, 70 different
setups were identified covering the activities of a group of 10 private
banks providing discretionary portfolio management, investment
advice and execution only services.

One of the main challenges was related to the identification of
potential inducements in particular those included in the products
re-offer price. Further, PwC proposed 3 potential target scenarios
that could be implemented by the client and discussed the main
strength and weaknesses of each of them with client.

Based on this high-level scenario analysis the client choose one
target scenario for which we produced a detailed impact analysis in
a second phase.

Our review included a high/medium/low rating around the
following dimensions:

The assignment was completed in 6 weeks by a team composed of
French and Luxembourg regulatory experts. Other offices shared
their knowledge on the local status of implementation of MiFID II
and goldplating rules

Proven track record - We have successfully helped clients ranging from retail to private banks to successfully reposition
their service models in countries, which have undergone changes to their inducement regime (e.g. UK, Netherlands and
Switzerland)
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